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Objective: The fear-avoidance (FA) model of chronic pain describes how individuals 
experiencing acute pain may become trapped into a vicious circle of chronic disability 
and suffering. We propose to extend the FA model by adopting a motivational 
perspective on chronic pain and disability.  
Methods: A narrative review 
Results: There is ample evidence to support the validity of the FA model as originally 
formulated. There are, however, some key challenges that call for a next generation 
of the FA model. First, the FA model has its roots in psychopathology, and 
investigators will have to find a way to account for findings that do not easily fit within 
such framework. Second, the FA model needs to address the dynamics and 
complexities of disability and functional recovery. Third, the FA model should  
incorporate the idea that pain-related fear and avoidance occurs in a context of 
multiple and often competing personal goals.  
Discussion: To address these three key challenges, we argue that the next 
generation of the FA model needs to more explicitly adopt a motivational perspective, 
one that is built around the organizing powers of goals and self-regulatory processes. 
Using this framework, the FA model is recast as capturing the persistent but futile 
attempts to solve pain-related problems in order to protect and restore life goals. 
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 1. Introduction 
 Acute intermittent pains, including headache, stomach ache, and 
musculoskeletal pain, are common somatic complaints. Fortunately, most of these 
pains resolve quickly and daily activities are easily resumed. Yet, for a minority of 
people, pain persists and initiates a pattern of  interference with daily life activities. 
Biomedical approaches to chronic pain often ignore psychosocial factors and focus 
on presumed structural or biomedical abnormalities. However, such approaches 
have proven insufficient to understand and remediate the myriad lifestyle problems 
that patients experience1. Fortunately,  a biopsychosocial perspective is emerging 
that  views the origins of pain and suffering as complex and multifactorial2-4. This 
perspective takes into consideration not only biomedical variables, but also 
psychological (such as behaviour, emotions, and beliefs) and social variables (such 
as cultural norms and values, social network  support, socioeconomic status). An 
important scientific and clinical endeavour is to identify those variables that account 
for the initiation, exacerbation and waning, and  maintenance of pain and suffering. 
One model framed within a biopsychosocial perspective is the fear-avoidance 
(FA) model that describes a trajectory followed by those individuals experiencing 
acute pain who may subsequently become trapped into a vicious circle of chronic 
disability and suffering. In what follows we describe the FA model, and the current 
status of research inspired by this model. Next, we critically appraise the model and 
identify some key challenges.  Finally, we propose an enhanced FA model that takes 






2. The fear-avoidance model of chronic pain 
 The FA model builds upon the work of many, all of whom recognized the 
importance of the beliefs patients hold about their pain and their role in promoting 
disabling fear and avoidance 5-9. For example, Malec10 crystallized some of these 
patient beliefs into what he termed “myths about pain”. Most of these myths relate to 
the erroneous beliefs that pain is, first, an unambiguous signal of tissue damage that 
inevitably leads to disability, and second that pain related suffering can only be 
treated medically. According to Philips8 fear and avoidance result in a behavioural 
pattern that is not in synchrony with the underlying biomedical pathology, and that 
leads to an exaggerated perception of pain. Kori et al.11 stressed the phobic nature of 
fear of pain and avoidance.  According to these authors, patients suffer from 
„kinesiophobia‟, an irrational and debilitating fear of (re)injury and movement.   
The most influential model in this context is the fear-avoidance model of 
chronic back pain as originally formulated by Vlaeyen et al.12 , which has been 
adapted and updated13,14.  The model takes as its starting point the experience of a 
pain episode, but leaves unanswered the origins of this initial episode. In doing so, 
the model avoids the devastating pitfall of “psychologising” pain. Whenever 
biomedical antecedents cannot be identified, it is a common scientific error to leap to 
quasi-psychological explanations.15  In the FA model, pain initiates a set of cognitive, 
emotional and behavioural responses that may or may not exacerbate pain and 
disability.  
At the core of the FA model is how patients interpret pain. If the pain is 
interpreted as non-threatening (e.g. pain is considered a temporary nuisance), 
patients typically will resume physical activities and daily life, often after a period of 
diminished activity. They will then test and correct pain expectations, keeping them in 
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line with their actual experiences16,17.  Another response to pain is one in which pain 
is misinterpreted as a catastrophe. That is, pain is erroneously interpreted as a sign 
of serious injury or pathology over which one has little or no control. It is proposed 
that such catastrophic misinterpretation of pain typically leads to an excessive fear of 
pain/injury that gradually extends to a fear of physical movements such that people 
will avoid those physical activities that are presumed to worsen their problem. In all 
likelihood, because avoidance limits one‟s opportunity to attune expectations to 
actual experiences, patients will tend to overestimate their future pain and its 
possible negative consequences. Although not explicitly stated in the original model, 
it became clear early on that attentional processes were playing an equally important 
role. In particular, the idea that patients scan their bodies for putative signals of pain 
or injury has become popular18,19. The automatic selection of pain or pain-related 
information at the expense of other information in the environment is introduced in 
the model as “hypervigilance”.  
Both avoidance and hypervigilance appear to make sense in the short term. 
Indeed, both may direct the individual to protect the body from further injury and to 
provide it with time to heal. However, although such benefits may occur in the short 
term, persistent avoidance and hypervigilance are dysfunctional, and in the long term 
lead to more pain, disability and suffering. Because patients are less inclined to 
pursue their daily activities and be physically active, the risk increases that they will 
deteriorate both physically and mentally, making them more vulnerable to further pain 
and suffering. Avoidance behaviour quickly leads to an inability or unwillingness to 
pursue valued activities, a reduction of positive experiences, and eventually to social 
isolation, all of which provide fertile ground for affective distress. Avoidance may 
substantially decrease the level of physical activity. It is assumed that the low levels 
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of physical activity that are related to avoidance may lead to physical deconditioning, 
or worse, to a “disuse syndrome” that in turn may lower the threshold at which pain is 
experienced20. Thus, both depressive mood and physical deconditioning are 
hypothesized to further exacerbate pain and disability.  
 
3. Current state of evidence 
When originally formulated, the FA model was largely hypothetical, a model 
that provided guidance to drive empirical study and development. This preliminary 
status has changed radically over the last decade. The FA model has achieved a 
level of popularity unprecedented for psychological models in pain, perhaps because 
of its simplicity, conceptual clarity, and clinical relevance. The model enables specific 
hypotheses to be operationalised and empirically validated.  It has inspired a number 
of ingeniously designed experiments (e.g.21,22), prospective studies that enable 
scrutiny of sequential relationships between variables over time (e.g.23,24), and 
clinical studies of therapeutic interventions aimed at populations deemed to be highly 
fear-avoidant (e.g.25,26). It is a process model with a natural flow from diagnostic 
information to interventions (such as reassurance, psycho-education, and exposure 
therapy). Furthermore, it is easily adopted as a working model by different disciplines 
and for multidisciplinary practice because it incorporates both physical and 
psychological processes. Relatedly, the FA model has also been judged as credible 
by patients, because it offers explanations that resonate with personal experience, 
and avoids punitive concepts such as somatisation, secondary gain, and 
psychogenic pain27,28.  
There is now ample evidence to support the validity of the FA model in chronic 
pain populations, and several reviews have summarized the current state of 
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evidence1,14,29-31.  Although changes in cognitive factors (fear-avoidance beliefs, 
catastrophizing) are not always found to be significantly associated with changes in 
pain intensity24,32, their relationship with disability has been shown repeatedly. 
Patients scoring high on pain-related fear tend to over-predict the intensity of pain 
they will experience during physical examinations16,17. Compared to patients low on 
pain-related fear, they perform poorly on physical tasks such as lifting an arm weight, 
or engaging in trunk extension and flexion12,33. For low back pain patients, pain-
related fear is a risk factor for the development of chronic low back pain through 
diminished participation in activities of daily life, for greater perceived disability, 
greater work loss, and more frequent sick leave as well as for poorer treatment 
performance14,34. Several prospective studies suggest that fear-avoidance beliefs 
may influence the transition from acute to chronic low back pain and associated 
outcomes, such as disability and sick leave35,36. 
Conversely, the FA model indicates that reducing pain-related fear may 
increase participation in daily life activities. Indeed, reductions in pain-related anxiety 
predict improvements in functioning, reduced affective distress, pain, and 
interference with daily activity3,37. One study found that reductions in fear-avoidance 
beliefs about work and physical activity explained, together with increased 
perceptions of control over pain, 71% of the variance in reductions in pain-related 
disability32. 
 
4. Key challenges to the FA model: We are not there yet. 
The FA model was never meant to be unconditionally embraced38 . It is open 
to debate, refinements, and extensions. In that spirit, several authors have expanded 
the model to increase its explanatory value, to propose further hypotheses and 
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interrelationships, and to fill in gaps that were left unaddressed. To increase its 
explanatory value, Turk et al.39 introduced and integrated post-traumatic stress. 
Asmundson et al.40  further elaborated the model by distinguishing responses in 
anticipation of pain and responses to pain itself. The model also left open the 
question of the origins of catastrophizing about pain. Researchers have expanded 
the model to address this issue. In line with the literature on phobia and anxiety 
disorders41,42  catastrophizing about pain has been associated with  personality 
dispositions such as trait anxiety and anxiety sensitivity. All these contributions have 
value as they help growing the FA model out of its infancy, and further our 
understanding of chronic pain, disability and suffering. There remain, however, some 
important issues that we believe will require a further generation of research and 
theory development. Before introducing these new ideas, we summarize several key 
challenges to the success of this development.  
 
4.1. Key challenge 1: Exploring fear and avoidance beyond psychopathology. 
A first key challenge arises from the historical roots of the FA model being in 
the cognitive-behavioural treatment of phobia and anxiety disorders, from which it 
has adopted  constructs, hypotheses, and research methods. The role of 
catastrophizing about pain is similar to the position of catastrophizing about bodily 
sensations in the cognitive-behavioural model of panic disorders and 
hypochondriasis43. Inspired by models of psychopathology in anxiety disorders, 
researchers have focused upon the role of personality differences such as trait 
anxiety, neuroticism, and anxiety sensitivity in the emergence of catastrophizing 
about pain. Research methods developed within the domain of experimental 
psychopathology are frequently applied when testing the fear-avoidance model. The 
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frequent use of attentional bias paradigms to test hypervigilance in patients with 
chronic pain exemplifies this point44,45. Also, the “Tampa scale for Kinesiophobia”, the 
standard instrument to assess fear of (re)injury and movement, inadvertedly gave 
rise to the idea that the FA model is a model of phobia-based psychopathology in 
which patients hold “irrational and debilitating” beliefs11. As yet, there is no strong 
evidence to support such a conclusion. In fact, the following findings appear to raise 
doubt about this position.  
First, “erroneous” beliefs about pain are common among acute and chronic 
pain patients, in the general population46,47  and even among health care providers48-
51 . It seems that “erroneous” beliefs are normative and culturally endorsed, rather 
than “irrational” or idiosyncratic.  
Second, the measurement of pain catastrophizing, a well-validated key player 
in the explanation of distress and disability among patients with chronic pain52 ,  does 
not capture the “if - then” reasoning about alleged “catastrophes” that are common in 
the psychopathology53,54 . Instead, the common approach to measurement has the 
item content more focused on  rumination about how to be rid of pain, on feeling 
helpless and unable to control pain, and on becoming attentionally focused on it. This 
experience is phenomenologically more similar to worrying in situations where no 
immediate solution is at hand55,56 .  
Third, the FA model has underplayed the role of pain intensity33,74 . Pain is a 
biologically hardwired signal of bodily threat that is designed to capture attention and 
disrupt ongoing behavior58,59 . In the case of chronic pain, it may be a false alarm, but 
unfortunately it is an alarm not easily „turned off‟.  
In sum, fear-avoidance beliefs may not be necessarily grounded in 
psychopathology(see also 31). They rather seem to be normative and culturally 
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endorsed. Instead of assuming that chronic pain is a normal situation to which 
patients abnormally respond (as is often the case in psychopathology), we will take 
as a starting point that chronic pain is an abnormal situation to which many respond 
in a normative, culturally dominant manner. 
 
4.2.. Key challenge 2: Explicating the dynamic nature of  disability and functional 
recovery 
A second key challenge concerns the fact that the FA model is an illness 
beliefs model and does not explicate the dynamics underlying disability and 
functional recovery. Illness beliefs models60 explain how we perceive and make 
sense of bodily sensations, such as pain. Beliefs about pain influence the pain 
experience in a top-down fashion59  and guide our behavior in response to this 
experience. It is reasonable to assume that the belief that movements will cause 
(re)injury will direct attention towards pain and cues of (re)injury (hypervigilance) and 
urge actions to avoid or minimize movements that are expected to cause (re)injury 
(avoidance). What is missing in the FA model is how individuals try to function 
despite pain, or how they attempt to recover. Pain is more than a sign of bodily harm, 
it is an obstacle to be coped with in the daily pursuit of valued activities and goals 
that matter61-64. The FA model remains silent about this important topic.  
First, it takes as a starting point the experience of pain. Research is, however, 
accumulating that it is not pain itself, but the extent to what pain interferes with daily 
life that provides patients the main motivation of to seek health care. In 
epidemiological studies, Engel et al.65 were able to show that disability was more 
important than pain severity in predicting analgesic use and doctor visits. In a meta-
analysis, Ferreira et al.66 found that disability was the primary reason to consult 
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health care providers. The extent to which pain interferes with daily life pursuits may 
be the key trigger of the cognitive, behavioural, and emotional responses within the 
FA model56.  
Second, the FA model has mainly focused upon how patients which acute 
pain may become trapped into a vicious circle of increasing pain and disability, but 
does not address how exactly a pattern of confrontation leads to “recovery”. 
Essentially, the model suggests that a confrontational style, in which individuals with 
acute pain gradually resume activities despite pain, will lead to recovery. It is left 
unclear what is meant by recovery, and exactly what forms of “confrontation” might 
be adaptive67. In some patients, the pain may in fact resolve, and patients may 
resume the prior pattern of their lives. However, in others recovery may imply a 
rescheduling of daily life, an adaptation or modification of aspirations, not the least of 
which will involve a search for new goals to be sought within a pain context.   
In sum, the original FA model took no explicit position on disability or, the 
reverse, the ability to engage and pursue valued activities of daily living.  This is 
definitely an area for further development as the extent to which pain interferes with 
daily life is a prime reason for seeking health care, and improving function despite 
pain should be pursued as a treatment objective in patients with chronic pain. 
 
4.3. Key challenge 3: Addressing fear and avoidance in a context of multiple, 
competing goals  
A third key challenge concerns  positioning  the FA model to  focus more 
directly upon pain behavior and its underlying motivation. The significance of fear and 
avoidance within a broad motivational context has been largely ignored68. The  goal 
of avoiding pain often emerges to crowd out other competing goals. Frequently, 
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patients inexpertly juggle attempts to control or to avoid pain and the pursuit of 
normative daily tasks. Someone may typically avoid standing up for a long time, but 
may persevere while cooking for friends who come for dinner. A patient may have to 
decide between going to work and therefore running the risk of a pain exacerbation, 
or staying home and feeling socially isolated.  
Pain and avoidance behavior should therefore be analyzed in relation to other 
important goals. Sometimes, the pursuit of one goal facilitates the accomplishment of 
another one (a process termed “goal facilitation”). A commonly acknowledged case 
of goal facilitation is characterized by the patient who in avoiding back straining 
activities also avoids a stressful and unsatisfactory relationship with his/her 
colleagues at work. On other occasions, the pursuit of one goal may interfere or 
conflict with the accomplishment of another goal (a process termed “goal 
interference”), as in the case of white collar employees with persistent pain who 
reported conflict between their work and non-work strivings69.  
Taking a motivational perspective may offer several  advantages. It expands 
the perspective on pain-related fear. According to the FA model, pain-related fear 
results from erroneous beliefs or misconceptions about pain and disability. A 
motivational perspective introduces the idea that pain-related fear or worry may also 
result from the extent to which pain directly or indirectly interferes with valued 
personal strivings. Furthermore, a motivational perspective calls for a dynamic 
analysis of avoidance and pain behavior. The two behavioral patterns in the FA 
model are often seen as habitual styles that are stable across time and across 
situations. From that perspective, it makes sense to label those at risk as “avoiders”, 
and those who recover as “confronters”18,70 . However, in light of the temporal and 
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contextual dynamics of behavior, it may well be that on some occasions avoiders 
become confronters, and vice versa71,72.  
In sum, the FA model has primarily focused upon fear-motivated avoidance 
behavior . The goal to avoid pain, however, often emerges to crowd out other goals. 
Therefore, the FA model will have to incorporate the idea that pain-related fear and 
avoidance co-occur in a context of multiple and often competing goals. 
4.4.Summary 
Although the FA model has its strengths, several key challenges remain to be 
addressed. First, the FA model needs to find a way to account for findings that do not 
easily fit within a framework that has its roots in thinking about psychopathology. 
Second, the FA model needs to address the dynamics and complexities of the 
difficult to accomplish tasks of daily living (disability) and the processes that underlie 
a self or therapist guided resumption of daily tasks (functional recovery). Third, the 
FA model needs to incorporate the idea that the dysfunctional pattern of pain-related 
fear and avoidance occurs not in a motivational vacuum, but rather emerges in a 
context of multiple and often competing goals.  
 
5. A call for the next generation: A motivational perspective 
Addressing the above challenges requires a reformulation and an expansion 
of the fear-avoidance model. We introduce the idea that the FA model needs to more 
explicitly adopt a motivational perspective, one that is built around the organizing 
powers of goals and self-regulatory processes73-75. A motivational perspective on 
goals and self-regulation has been applied to illness behavior and 
psychopathology74,76,77 and to pain management78-82.  Moreover, the FA model has 
already been reformulated within a motivational perspective56,62 such that the 
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dysfunctional pattern previously described is recast as the persistent but futile 
attempt to solve pain-related problems in order to protect and restore life goals. 
Central to any motivational account of pain behavior is the idea that pain is 
more than an unpleasant emotional and perceptual reaction associated with harm.  It 
is a fundamentally disruptive experience occurring within a context of daily goal 
pursuit64,83. A painful twitch, lasting not more than a few seconds, will only 
temporarily interrupt ongoing activities, and except for some postural changes, may 
have no marked effect upon goal pursuit. However, when pain does not abate, it can 
interfere with the efficiency and effectiveness of everyday task performance, thus 
becoming a profound obstacle. We may further expect that goal interruption provokes 
negative affect. In fact, progress towards a goal has been shown to be associated 
with positive feelings, whereas a movement away from a goal has been related to 
negative affect73.  In line with this view, research has indicated that individuals with 
pain often report frequent goal frustration and goal conflicts69,84. These experiences 
are fertile ground to re-appraise the situation and one‟s abilities to overcome the 
obstacle. Which type of action will be undertaken depends on both the appraisal of 
the obstacle and the appraisal of the interrupted goal. 
 
5.1. Ignoring pain and goal persistence 
One course of action may be to ignore the pain and simply try harder to 
accomplish the goal (goal persistence).  A temporary interruption of a goal by pain 
may bring about an inclination to resume action until completed. The same behaviour 
will be attempted or, if unfeasible, alternative means to reach the goal will be sought. 
Often, individuals will increase their effort in the face of obstacles. Healthy volunteers 
performing a cognitive task while also being exposed to task-irrelevant distractors, 
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reported applying more effort in resisting task distraction by pain than by a non-
painful  stimulus85 . Experimental research has further revealed that when individuals 
pursue goals they become more sensitive to  information that is relevant for their 
goals, and tend to become less sensitive to  information that is goal irrelevant86. We 
may thus expect that individuals become less sensitive to pain when pursuing valued 
goals87,88.  
There is evidence that some chronic pain patients persist in their activities 
despite pain18,67. Research using a diary methodology has revealed that patients with 
fibromyalgia who assigned more value to their goals reported expending more daily 
effort to attain their goals and greater progress towards actually achieving them79.  
Excessive task persistence despite severe pain may become dysfunctional in 
the long term, and may even lead to exhaustion67,75. Undue suppression of normal, 
pain-related interruption of daily activities may lead to an overuse or overload of 
musculoskeletal structures, thereby attenuating physical recovery. Preliminary 
evidence suggests that excessive task persistence might predict less successful 
rehabilitation (see89,90), and may eventually  increase vulnerability for inflammatory 
diseases91. However, more systematic research on the potential  effects of long term 
persistence  is needed. It is certainly possible that pain-resilient individuals (those 
who manage to pursue their life goals despite persistent pain) have found ways to 
balance activity and rest so as to minimize the physical toll of persistence. 
5.2. Fear-avoidance and misdirected problem-solving 
In other situations, the person‟s focus may shift away from the pursuit of 
current goals towards the goal of pain relief. However, when pain relief is not easily 
obtained, patients will tend to ruminate and worry about the pain and its 
consequences. Although worry and rumination are typically considered as cognitive 
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risk factors for anxiety and depression92,93, there is evidence that worry facilitates 
problem solving in normal situations94. Different means to treat pain (e.g., bed rest, 
over-the-counter  medication) will occur, depending on individual differences in 
general factors such as habits and skills, and in specific factors such as beliefs about 
the origins of pain and perceived controllability. A perceived incapability to solve the 
problem by themselves will stimulate some people to  search for help from others 
(e.g., medical professionals). There are many reasons why patients will not easily 
surrender their pursuit for pain relief, some related to the nature of motivated 
behaviour, others related to how individuals frame the problem of pain.  
When pain relief has become a salient or dominant goal, individuals will 
become more sensitive to information that is relevant for that goal, possibly 
increasing hypervigilance for pain-related information95. Individuals will also narrow 
their attention towards the problem to be solved at the cost of the pursuit of other 
goals96. Worrying and ruminating about the negative consequences about pain may 
also increase the discrepancy between the current situation, in which goals are 
blocked by pain, and the desirable end-state, in which patients continue with their 
lives as before97,98. Such a discrepancy may further increase negative affect, but may 
also mobilize extra effort and resources to solve the problem. This mobilization 
process may lead to an increase of the value of the blocked goal, and in some cases 
even to an idealization of their life before pain occurred. 
How patients frame the problem of pain may also fuel persistence of pain relief 
efforts. The dysfunctional pattern of behaviour that is described in the FA model can 
be recast within a motivational perspective as the result of a persistent search for a 
solution for the pain problem, a goal  that is informed by a biomedical frame of 
reference in which pain is considered as a sign of bodily damage.  Pain 
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catastrophizing, fear of (re)injury, and avoidance of potentially harmful movements 
can then be usefully redefined within the context of a persistent search for a solution 
to the problem of pain. Such problem solving attempts may be functional in an acute 
stage, but can become dysfunctional when the pain problems persist. A persistent 
search for a solution, when no actual solution is available, may then only lead to 
repeated frustration, and exacerbate distress and disability. We have previously 
labelled this pattern as “misdirected problem-solving”55,56. An intriguing question is 
why patients remain stuck in such a dysfunctional pattern, or why a problem-solving 
rigidity develops. Next, we explore some possible answers.   
The belief that pain is a sign of harm and injury is the dominant understanding 
of pain in post-industrial societies, and is not easily altered. Simply put: hurt and 
harm are thought to be two sides of the same coin, inextricably linked. Persuading 
someone that hurt does not mean harm is to persuade someone of something 
fundamentally countercultural. When left unchallenged by health care providers, the 
belief that pain has an explanatory role to play in causing  harm rarely extinguishes 
naturally. For that reason Linton et al.99 argued that reassurance as a therapeutic tool 
is undervalued and underused, but that it is also poorly understood. In this context, 
the cognitive-behavioural technique of activity exposure, in which patients are 
required to perform the physical activities or movements they fear the most, may be a 
useful technique, operating to disconfirm patients‟ misconceptions about their 
pain26,100. There are, however, other reasons that may be easily overlooked when 
only focusing upon the tenets of the FA model, but that emerge when considering 
pain and disability from a motivational perspective.  
Although the belief that pain is a sign of harm and injury is fundamental to the 
FA model, a corollary of the biomedical model is that pain inevitably leads to 
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disability. It may well be possible that the search for a solution for pain does not 
critically depend upon the belief that painful activities harm, but upon the belief that 
pain has to be resolved or significantly reduced in order to resume daily life. Pain 
relief (idiosyncratically defined) is then considered as a necessary or facilitatory 
condition for the pursuit of other goals101. Empirical studies have shown that when 
the success of one goal facilitates the attainment of other goals, goal persistence is 
likely102. It may then become possible that attempts to resolve pain problems are 
fuelled by the value of the goals that are blocked by pain. This idea might explain 
why those who catastrophize about chronic pain persevere in searching for a solution 
for pain despite a low belief that such solution is available103.  
Another possible reason  why „pain‟ problem-solving rigidity develops 
concerns the repeated experience of goal frustration and goal failure when pain 
interferes with the pursuit of valued goals. Patients are likely to develop negative 
anticipatory forecasts for such  situations, and will likely be inclined to avoid them on 
future occasions. Thus, the avoidance of goal failure may become an important 
“attractor” in the life of patients with chronic pain104 . The active avoidance of pain-
tinged goal episodes (strenuous work, going bowling  with friends, or sexual activity) 
may well be a short-term solution to failure apprehension, but might, in the long run, 
lead to the formulation of an array of task avoidance goals, and enhance the 
likelihood that avoidance goals will come into conflict with other goals. It is 
hypothesized that when avoidance goals regularly override approach goals, the 
negative outcomes as posited by the FA model will also ensue. In line with this view 
are the findings of Karoly et al.68, who reported that the experience of conflict 
between goals and ratings of self-efficacy were  important precursors of pain-related 
fear in the life of individuals suffering from chronic low back pain. The varied types of 
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compensatory goals that pain patients are prone to create have yet to be fully 
explored, but may represent an important new direction for motivationally inspired 
research. Hamilton et al.105, for example, asked a group of patients with fibromyalgia 
syndrome (FMS) to rank in order of importance a set of 12 possible goals and to 
complete a set of adjustment measures. Overall, the goal to control symptoms was 
ranked as the most important. However, cluster analysis revealed three relatively 
homogeneous subtypes of fibromyalgia goals: treatment seeking goals (i.e. finding a 
health professional who can cure my FMS), self-sufficiency goals (i.e., learning to get 
on with life despite FMS), and social validation goals (i.e., convincing doctors and 
acquaintance that the FMS was a real problem). Patients ranking self-sufficiency 
goals at the top of their goal hierarchy reported less severe symptoms of FMS and 
reported a more supportive and pleasant social environment in contrast to patients 
who rated social validation  at the top of their hierarchy.   
 
5.3. Acceptance and goal disengagement 
We currently argue that the course of action that is presumed to lead to 
recovery according to FA model is also best explicated within a motivational 
perspective. Particularly when the pain persists and attempts to resolve the pain 
problem have repeatedly failed, successful rehabilitation in daily life may require an 
adjustment of unattainable goals62. Theories of self-regulation have pointed to the 
benefits of adjusting goals that have become unattainable in the context of ageing 
and illness75,106,107. Central processes in goal adjustment are goal disengagement 
(the reduction of effort and commitment from unattainable goals) and goal 
reengagement (the identification of and commitment to alternative goals). Evidence is 
accumulating that the ability to adjust unattainable goals protects against the adverse 
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effects of goal failure, and has been positively associated with quality of life1108,109 . In 
the context of chronic pain, goal adjustment processes might operate on two levels. 
First, when goals have become unrealistic as a result of pain, patients might need to 
disengage from unfruitful goal pursuit and reengage in other valuable goals less 
affected by pain62. Second, when the unsuccessful search for a solution for the pain 
problem chronically dominates life at the cost of other important goals, patients might 
need to give up the goal of pain relief56. This idea is particularly present in the 
concept of acceptance, which has been defined as halting the dominant search for a 
definitive cure for pain and re-orientating one‟s attention toward positive everyday 
activities and other rewarding aspects of life110-113. An extensive body of research has 
demonstrated that acceptance reduces the negative effects of pain on both mental 
and physical wellbeing112,114. The efficacy of therapeutic approaches aimed at 
increasing functional ability of patients, such as activity exposure, might be further 
optimized by embedding them in a broad motivational approach in which the goals 
and values of patients are carefully assessed and taken into account115 .  
 
6. Conclusions 
The fear-avoidance (FA) model of chronic pain describes how individuals 
experiencing acute pain may become trapped into a vicious circle of chronic disability 
and suffering. As  originally formulated, the FA model was largely hypothetical, a 
model that provided guidance to drive empirical study and development. Currently, 
there is ample evidence to support the validity of the original FA model.  
There are, however, some key challenges that call for a next generation of the 
FA model. First, the FA model has its roots in psychopathology, and needs to find a 
way to account for findings that do not easily fit within such framework. Second, the 
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FA model needs to address the dynamics and complexities of the difficulty to 
accomplish tasks of daily living (disability) and the processes that underlie a self- or 
therapist guided resumption of daily tasks (functional recovery).  Third, the FA model 
needs to address the idea that fear-avoidance occurs not in a motivational vacuum, 
but rather emerges in a context of multiple and often competing goals.   
Addressing these challenges requires, as we have argued, an understanding 
of fear-related cognition and avoidance in a motivational context that is centered 
around the organizing powers of goals and self-regulation73-81,116. Using this 
framework, the dysfunctional pattern that is described in the FA model is recast as 
the persistent but futile attempt to solve pain-related problems in order to protect and 
restore life goals. According to the FA model, this search for a solution is informed by 
a biomedical frame of reference in which pain is considered as a sign of bodily 
damage.  When considering fear-avoidance from a motivational perspective, also 
other putative reasons may come to the fore. Patients may be guided by the belief 
that pain inevitable leads to disability. Or, patients may become fear-avoidant  
because of the repeated goal failures that occur when pain interferes with the pursuit 
of valued goals.   
A motivational analysis of fear-avoidance opens new avenues that were 
hitherto unexplored. As yet, we have no clear picture of the content and the structure 
of goals that patients select and pursue in daily life. It will be important to adapt goal 
assessment instruments for research and clinical practice116,117. Further, the 
assessment of fear-avoidance beliefs should not be limited to the belief that pain is a 
sign of bodily harm. Preferentially, it includes a broad range of beliefs including 
beliefs about pain, disability, and treatment (e.g.118).  In order to validate the next 
generation of fear-avoidance models, we call for a programmatic investigation of 
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dysfunctional behavior in pain patients built around a, motivational/self-regulatory 
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